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Iodine-123-a-Methyl Tyrosine in Gliomas: Correlation
with Cellular Density and Proliferative Activity
Torsten Kuweit, Stefan Probst-Cousin, Burkhard Woesler, Carlo Morgenroth, Hartmut Lerch, Peter Matheja, Stefan Palkovic,

Michael SchÃ¤fers,Hansdetlef Wassmann, Filippo Gullotta and Otmar Schober
Departments of Nuclear Medicine, Neuropathology and Neurositrgery, WestfÃ¤lische Wilhelms-UniversitÃ¤t MÃ¼nster,
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Amino acid transport rate in gliomas can be assessed using SPECT
and the amino acid L-123l-a-methyl tyrosine (IMT). This study at
tempted to correlate the uptake of IMT by gliomas with the prolifer-
ative activity and cellular density of these neoplasms. Methods: The
study used 27 patients with gliomas, including 18 patients with
high-grade tumors and nine patients with low-grade neoplasms.
Amino acid transport rate was determined using IMT and the
triple-headed SPECT camera. Proliferative activity was immunohis-
tochemically assessed as the relative number of cells expressing the
Ki-67 nuclear antigen; cellular density was evaluated using light
microscopy. Results: Relative IMT uptake correlated significantly
with the proliferative fraction of tumor cells (r = 0.6, p < 0.001).
There was no significant correlation between IMT uptake and
cellular density (r = 0.25, p > 0.05). Conclusion: The uptake of the
SPECT radiopharmaceutical IMT is related to proliferative activity
rather than to the cellular density of gliomas.
Key Words: radionuclide imaging; gliomas; SPECT; iodine-123-a-
methyl tyrosine; cellular density
J NucÃMed 1997; 38:1551-1555

Thefie measurement of the regional uptake of radioactively
labeled amino acids by SPECT or PET is a unique method for
studying amino acid metabolism of brain tumors in vivo (1-3).

The most widely used radiopharmaceutical for this purpose is
the PET tracer "C-methionine; recently, 123I-a-methyl tyrosine

(IMT), another radioactively labeled amino acid, has been
introduced as a radiopharmaceutical that is suitable for the less
expensive and more available SPECT technique (4-6).

The uptake of " C-methionine and also of IMT has been
shown to reflect amino acid transport rate (6-10), thus making

it accessible to noninvasive investigation. In the field of brain
tumors, the significance of these observations remains to be
clarified because the relationship between amino acid transport
rate and the biological behavior of gliomas is still unclear. This
refers, in particular, to its correlation with the proliferative
activity of these neoplasms.
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It was the aim of our study to correlate IMT uptake, measured
by preoperative SPECT, with the proliferative activity of
gliomas, which was determined by using the immunohisto-
chemical detection of the Ki-67 antigen. In addition, we also
analyzed the relationship between IMT uptake and cellular
density.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Twenty-seven patients with untreated gliomas were entered into

the study over a period of 18 mo. Informed consent was obtained
from every subject studied. The study protocol had been approved
by the Ethical Committee of the WestfÃ¤lischeWilhelms-UniversitÃ¤t.

Clinical and demographic data are detailed in Table 1. The
average age of the patients (17 men and 10 women) was 55.9 yr
(range, 34-82 yr). CT and/or Tl- and T2-weighted magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) with intravenous contrast medium were
obtained in all patients 8.6 days before surgery, on average (range,
0-32 days). On these images, we measured the two largest
perpendicular transaxial diameters of the contrast-enhancing le
sion; when the tumor exhibited no contrast enhancement (patients
19, 21 and 26), we determined the two largest perpendicular
transaxial diameters of the whole CT or MRI abnormality in
question. The two distances measured were then averaged for
further analysis. Individual tumor sizes are listed in Table 1; the
mean diameter of the tumors was 3.94 Â±1.6 cm.

Open surgery (17 cases) or stereotactic biopsy (10 cases) was
performed 5.3 days after SPECT, on average, with a range of 1-19
days. None of the patients had biopsy before the SPECT investigation.

Histopathological assessment according to the criteria of the
revised World Health Organization classification (//) revealed 13
astrocytomas IV, five astrocytomas III, seven astrocytomas II, one
oligo-astrocytoma II and one subependymoma II (Table 1).

Immunohistochemistry
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens of each tumor

were available for investigation. The evaluator was not aware of
the clinical and SPECT data. Histological diagnosis and tumor
grading had been performed independently by another examiner.

Immunohistochemistry was performed on 4-/xm-thick sections,
which were processed with an antibody to a formalin-resistant
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TABLE1Patient
DataPatient

Age
no.(yr)123456789101112131415161718192021222324252627525359557370477282406166536860365458595434494474373558SexDiagnosisSurgeryMFFMMMMMFFMFMFMMFMMMMMMMFFF"Ratio

between IMT uptake in

fraction of proliferatingcells.M
= male; F -female; OP =Astrocytoma

IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
IVAstrocytoma
III-IVAstrocytoma

IIIAstrocytoma
IIIAstrocytoma
IIIAstrocytoma
IIIAstrocytoma
IIAstrocytoma
IIAstrocytoma
IIAstrocytoma
IIAstrocytoma
IIAstrocytoma
IIOligo-astrocytoma
IISubependymoma

IIGlioma
l-lltumor

over uptake in referenceROIoperation.OPOPOPOPBiopsyBiopsyOPOPOPOPOPBiopsyOPBiopsyBiopsyOPOPOPBiopsyBiopsyOPOPBiopsyBiopsyOPOPBiopsyIMP3.682.101.622.782.992.761.952.751.762.482.171.812.192.602.101.641.904.001.751.911.161.781.381.671.941.061.80Size

of
ROI(cm2)2.545.457.355.517.604.755.324.569.892.665.016.087.225.323.873.424.443.614.445.515.003.933.178.685.763.045.64Tumordiameter

(cm)3.54.14.43.75.95.23.76.12.54.72.63.84.25.65.02.32.73.53.44.32.91.94.32.78.93.41.2Cell
density

(cells/HPF)426657511486516368361344848615455529330506332466385310269144265230135125290167181Ki-67t(%)25.924.617.528.431.830.017.023.632.026.243.224.323.926.49.542.222.440.95.00.62.06.64.01.45.10.81.2

epitope on the K.i-67 nuclear antigen (MIB1, 1:100). Antigen
unmasking required microwave pretreatment, as described else
where (12). The avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex method was
used, and the color reaction was developed with diaminobenzidine-
tetrahydrochloride. Counting was performed using a high-power
(X40) objective with a grid screen. The proliferative fraction of
tumor cells was estimated establishing the M1B1 staining index as
the percentage of M1B1 positive nuclei, of at least 1000 counted
tumor cells from the areas of highest MIB1 staining, because
counting areas exhibiting the highest concentration of positive
labeling nuclei reduces statistical error (Â¡3).

Cell density was determined in representative areas by the
investigation of 10 fields at high-power magnification on Nissl-
stained sections and is presented as cells/high-power fields of view
(HPF).

SPECT Data Acquisition
Details of the performance of IMT-SPECT in our laboratory

have been described and discussed previously (14,15) so that only
a brief description need be given here.

The patients fasted for at least 4 hr before IMT injection. SPECT
was performed using the triple-headed camera MULTISPECT 3,
which was equipped with medium-energy collimators (16). Imag
ing was started 10 min after intravenous injection of 110-130 MBq
of IMT, synthesized and purified as reported previously (Â¡4);96
views (3 x 32; 3.75Â°/step), each registered over 60 sec, were

recorded into a 128 X 128 matrix format that corresponded to a
pixel dimension of 3.56 X 3.56 mm~ on a 360Â°rotation. Transaxial

tomograms were reconstructed, without prefiltering, by using

filtered back-projection. Attenuation correction was first-order, and
it applied the method of Chang (17). In-plane resolution of the

reconstructed images was 14 mm FWHM, and the slice thickness
was approximately 7 mm.

Without knowledge of the clinical and histopathological data,
regions of interest (ROIs) were manually defined on the two
transaxial tomograms with the highest uptake of the lesion under
study. As described and discussed in more detail previously
(14,15), the ROIs placed on the lesions encompassed all pixels
within that lesion with uptake values of greater than 90% of the
maximum uptake in that slice. The further analysis resided on the
average counting rate in each ROI. Individual ROI sizes are listed
in Table 1; mean ROI size was 5.2 Â±1.8 cm2.

Values of reference were obtained on the inferior of the two
tomograms selected. For this purpose, we determined the mean
IMT uptake from the hemispherical half that was not affected by
the tumor or, when the tumor had crossed the midline, by the
anterior or posterior half of that brain slice. Relative IMT uptake in
the lesions was then determined by calculating ratios between the
mean uptake in the two-lesion ROIs and that in the reference ROI.

Because of the semiautomated nature of this approach, the intra-
and interobserver reproducibility of this method of regional anal
ysis has been shown to be very high with correlation coefficients
higher than 0.98, when relative uptake values were determined by
two different observers or by the same observer, on two different
days were compared (14). There was no significant correlation of
IMT uptake with either ROI size (r = -0.17, p > 0.05) or tumor
diameter (r = 0.261, p > 0.05).
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FIGURE 1. MPI, IMT-SPECT and Ki-67 stains in a patient with an astrocy-
toma II (top) and in a patient with an astrocytoma IV (bottom). Top left,
transaxial, T1-weighted MRI (0.5 T) shows a hypointense nonenhancing
lesion in the left frontodorsal lobe. Top middle, transaxial IMT-SPECT

demonstrates low uptake in this astrocytoma II. The image is calibrated to its
own maximum; red indicates the highest values. Top right, immunohisto-
chemical staining of the astrocytoma II with Ki-67 antibody reveals a low
proportion of proliferating (brown) cells (magnification, x40). Bottom left,
transaxial, T1-weighted MRI (1.5 T) shows an enhancing lesion in the right
temporal lobe. Bottom middle, transaxial IMT-SPECT demonstrates high

uptake in this astrocytoma IV. Bottom right, immunohistochemical staining of
the astrocytoma IV with Ki-67 antibody reveals a high proportion of prolifer
ating cells (magnification, x40).

Data Analysis
All values are given as mean Â±s.d. The distribution of all

variables analyzed was compatible with normalcy as verified using
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff one-sample tests. Means were compared
using the Mann-Whitney U-test because there were major differ

ences between subgroups with regard to s.d. Analyses of correla
tion were performed using Pearson's correlation coefficients and

linear regression (18). This strategy was further supported by the
finding that the use of nonparametric Kendall's tau resulted in no

major change of the levels of significance compared to those
demonstrated by parametric analysis.

RESULTS
Two representative examples of the patients who were

studied are given in Figure 1. The individual IMT uptake values
of the patients are listed in Table 1, together with the his-
topathological data.

Cell density, proliferative activity and IMT uptake were
significantly lower in low-grade than in high-grade gliomas
(Table 2). Proliferative activity and cell density were signifi
cantly correlated (r = 0.69, p > 0.0001; Fig. 2A). The
correlation between IMT uptake and cell density was not
significant (r = 0.25, p > 0.05; Fig. 2B). Relative IMT uptake
correlated significantly with the fraction of proliferating tumor
cells (r = 0.60, p < 0.001; Fig. 2C).

TABLE 2
Relationships of Histopathological Malignancy Grade with Cell

Density, Proliferative Activity and IMT Uptake

Cell density (cells/HPF)
Proliferative activity (%)
IMT uptakeLow

grade
(n =9)200.1

Â±64
3 Â±2.2

1.61 Â±0.33High

grade
(n =18)469.1

Â±137
27.2 Â±8.74

2.4 Â±0.67Significance

level*p

< 0.0001
p < 0.0001
p < 0.001 7
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FIGURE 2. Plots of cell density compared to proliferativeactivity (A), relative
IMT uptake compared to cell density (B) and relative IMT uptake compared
to proliferative activity (C) in 27 gliomas. Dotted lines indicate 95% confi
dence limits for the mean.

DISCUSSION
The principal finding of this study is that the uptake of the

SPECT radiopharmaceutical IMT correlates significantly with
proliferative activity, but not with cell density of gliomas.
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Several previous publications deal with the accumulation of
radioactively labeled amino acids by gliomas. In particular, it
has been shown that the uptake of amino acids by these tumors
correlates with their histopathologically determined malignancy
grade (14.15,19-21).

This observation is not completely understood. Regional
values of radioactivity concentration measured by SPECT
integrate over all cells contained in a particular volume of
tissue, as it is defined by a ROI; therefore, the higher cellular
density of high-grade gliomas compared to low-grade tumors
(22) may explain the dependency of amino acid uptake on
malignancy grade. There are indeed some reports in the
literature favoring this hypothesis: Herholz et al. (23), for
example, have shown that, in low-grade astrocytomas, the
uptake of the PET tracer 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) corre
lates significantly with cellular density and not with histopatho-
logical signs of dedifferentiation; similarly, meningiomas with
low cellular density may have lower FDG uptake than those
with greater cellularity (24).

Our data do not support the contention that the higher amino
acid uptake in high-gradegliomas than in low-gradegliomas is due
to a higher cellularity of the former; this leads to the assumption
that the cells of high-grade gliomas are more active with regard
to amino acid transport than those of low-grade tumors.

This is also supported by in vitro studies demonstrating that
amino acid uptake and. particularly, amino acid transport is
increased in malignantly transformed cells compared to their
untransformcd parent cells (25.26). Probably, this is caused by
the enhanced need of the more rapidly proliferating malignant
cells for metabolic substrates; this hypothesis also provides an
explanation for the observed significant correlation between
proliferative activity and IMT uptake in our patients.

In brain tumors, the relationship between amino acid uptake
and proliferative activity has not been previously studied. Our
data are, however, in agreement with those reported for the
uptake of the PET amino acid "C-methionine in peripheral
tumors, e.g., in non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, non-small-cell lung
carcinomas and breast cancers (27-29).

The values of cell density and proliferative activity reported
herein correspond to those published by other authors (30), so
our group of patients may be considered representative of larger
groups of patients with gliomas. This is also illustrated by the
significant relationship between histolÃ³gica!grade, on one hand,
and proliferative activity and cell density, on the other, in our
patients, which is in agreement with previous publications (30).

Although the correlation between IMT uptake and prolifera
tive activity was significant, the immunohistochemical param
eter accounted only for approximately 36% of the variance of
the SPECT data. In this context, limitations of the study design
merit consideration; these concern the radiopharmaceutical
used as well as physical constraints on imaging precision.

IMT uptake in gliomas is reduced by more than 50% when
the serum level of the naturally occurring amino acids is raised
(6); this and the observation that IMT is not incorporated into
proteins (5,7) proves that at least 50% of this variable is due to
specific transport phenomena. Unspecific binding cannot be
excluded, as it contributes to the SPECT signal, possibly
obscuring a closer correlation between amino acid uptake and
biologic characteristics of the tumor than that observed in our
study. Furthermore, IMT uptake values determined by SPECT
are subject to paitial volume errors, which leads to an under
estimation of the real value when the size of the structure
studied is smaller than twice the spatial resolution of the images
analyzed (14,31). This is particularly important when tissue
characteristics derived from the analysis of microscopic speci

mens are compared to the SPECT data, which integrate values
from cells over several square centimeters of tissue. This
difficulty could be circumvented using microautoradiographic
techniques (32), which are difficult to apply in the human and
were not available at our institution.

Whereas proliferative activity correlated significantly with
IMT uptake, IMT uptake and cell density were poorly and, in
this small group of subjects, not significantly correlated. In part,
this may be due to technical difficulties in measuring the latter
variable, which were caused by the well-known heterogeneity
of gliomas with regard to cell size and type. With immunohis-
tochemistry, the areas of greatest density of proliferating cells
are immunohistochemically highlighted and may thus be de
fined with greater reproducibility (30) than the areas of greatest
cell density on Nissl stains. Therefore, the histological hetero
geneity of gliomas has lesser impact on the immunohistochem
ical determination of proliferative activity than on that of cell
density. On the other hand, problems in accurately determining
cell density would also obviate the demonstration of a signifi
cant relationship between cell density and proliferation rate.
However, these variables were highly correlated in our group of
patients; this suggests that technical difficulties in determining
cell density exerted only a minor influence on our data.

A further SPECT radiopharmaceutical for studying brain
tumors is 20IT1.A significant correlation between uptake in

gliomas and their proliferative activity has also been reported
for this tracer; Oriuchi et al. (33), for example, demonstrated a
significant correlation coefficient of 0.67 between relative 201T1

uptake in 28 patients with supratentorial gliomas and prolifer
ative activity determined using bromodeoxyuridine; Ishibashi et
al. (34) recently published analogous data. However, it should
be noted that the biochemical mechanisms governing 2<)1T1

uptake in gliomas have as yet not been elucidated; this renders
the interpretation of 2(I1T1uptake data more difficult than that
for IMT. Besides the action of the (Na+-K+)-ATPase pump,
unspecific factors such as damage to the blood-brain barrier
and changes in blood flow or cellular density may also play a
role in the accumulation of 2(MT1in tumor tissue (35,36). It
would, therefore, be particularly interesting to compare 20IT1

uptake with cell density, which, as was also the case in our
tumors, is correlated with proliferative activity and could thus
also be responsible for the correlation between 2II1T1uptake and

tumor proliferation.

CONCLUSION
The uptake of the SPECT radiopharmaceutical IMT corre

lates with proliferative activity rather than with cellular density
of gliomas.
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